
Towards a DNA Solution to the Shortest Common SuperstringProblemGreg Gloor1, Lila Kari2, Michelle Gaasenbeek1, Sheng Yu21Department of Biochemistry, University of Western Ontario,London, Ontario, N6A 5C1 Canada,ggloor@julian.uwo.ca, mgaasenb@julian.uwo.ca2 Department of Computer Science, University of Western OntarioLondon, Ontario, N6A 5B7 Canadalila@csd.uwo.ca, http://www.csd.uwo.ca/~lila, syu@csd.uwo.caAbstractThis paper proposes a DNA algorithm for solving anNP-complete problem (The Shortest Common Super-string Problem) by manipulation of biomolecules, andpresents partial results of the experiment that imple-ments our algorithm. We also discuss practical con-straints that have to be taken into account when im-plementing the algorithm, propose a coding system asa solution to these practical restrictions, and discussthe control experiments performed for establishing theparameters controlling the speci�city of the assay.1 IntroductionMolecular computing, known also under the nameof biomolecular computing, biocomputing or DNAcomputing, is a new computation paradigm that em-ploys (bio)molecule manipulation to solve computa-tional problems. The excitement generated by the�rst successful experiment (Adleman 1994, [1]) wasdue to the fact that computing with biomolecules(mainly DNA) o�ered an entirely new way of per-forming and looking at computations: the main ideawas that data could be encoded in DNA strands, andmolecular biology techniques could be used to exe-cute computational operations. Besides the noveltyof the approach, molecular computing has the poten-tial to outperform electronic computers. For exam-ple, DNA computing has the potential to provide hugememories: DNA in weak solution in one liter of wa-ter can encode 1019 bytes, and one can perform mas-sively parallel associative searches on these memories,[7], [20]. Computing with DNA also has the potentialto supply massive computational power. A generalproposed use of molecular computing is to constructparallel machines where each processor's state is en-coded by a DNA strand. DNA in weak solution in one

liter of water can encode the state of 1018 processors.Moreover, one can perform massively parallel compu-tations by executing recombinant bio-operations thatact on all the DNA molecules at the same time. Theserecombinant bio-operations may be used to executemassively parallel memory read/write, logical opera-tions and also further basic operations, such as parallelarithmetic. Since certain recombinant bio-operationscan take minutes to perform, the overall potential formolecular computation is about 1,000 tera-ops, [20].Despite the progress obtained, substantial obstaclesremain before molecular computing becomes an e�ec-tive computational paradigm. The �eld is thereforestill in the incipient stage of (i) testing the suitabil-ity of certain molecular biology techniques for com-putational purposes, and (ii) �nding a suitable for-mal model for DNA computing. The research in the�eld has had therefore, from the beginning, both ex-perimental and theoretical aspects. (For surveys andsummaries of the �eld see [14] and its references, [20],[11], [21], [24].)The present paper falls into the �rst category bypresenting a DNA algoritm for an NP-complete prob-lem, The Shortest Common Superstring Problem, to-gether with partial results of the experiment that im-plements the algorithm.Section 2 introduces The Shortest Common Super-string Problemwhich has as input a �nite set of stringsof letters (encoded in DNA sequences) and an integerK. The output is \yes" if there exists a superstring(DNA sequence) of length at most K that contains allthe input strings as subsequences, and \no" otherwise.Section 3 presents our proposed DNA algorithmthat solves the problem. The algorithm starts by gen-erating a pool containing all the possible candidatesfor the superstring role, i.e., all the possible sequences



of length at mostK. We proceed then to use a "sieve"strategy, by performing a series of successive stepsbased on a lab technique called a�nity puri�cation.The aim of each step is to retain, from the pool ofstrands obtained at the previous step, only those thatcontain a certain input string as a subpattern. Thenumber of such steps will thus be equal to the numberof the input strings.If at the end of this process there is any strandremaining, that strand satis�es all the required con-ditions and therefore is the sought-after superstring.In this case, the answer to our problems is "yes". If,on the other hand, after performing these steps thesolution contains none of the superstring candidates,the answer to our problem is "no".The solution to this and other problems that usehybridization requires strict attention to the practicalproblems of hybridization. These practical considera-tions are addressed in Section 4. The most importantaspects are the decreasing speci�city of hybridizationwith increasing oligonucleotide length and the impactof base sequence on the stability of DNA molecules.These limitations were taken into account in our cod-ing of the DNA strands for the input patterns. Asecond problem is the requirement for a controlled ex-perimental system, in which spurious results can beruled out. We discuss our experimental assay andshow experiments indicating that the �nal results canbe trusted both if the answer is yes and if it is no.2 The Shortest Common SuperstringProblemThe problem chosen for our experiments is TheShortest Common Superstring Problem. There wereseveral reasons for our choice. First, the problem isNP-complete, i.e, it is a hard computational problem.This means, in particular, that such a problem scalesup exponentially and consequently large instancescannot be solved in real-time by electronic computers.(In fact, the question whether real-time, i.e., polyno-mial time algorithms exist for NP-complete problemsis still open.) Finding e�cient DNA algorithms forsolving it would thus indicate that DNA computingcould be quantitatively superior to electronic com-puting, [11]. Second, the experiment proposed forsolving the problem uses readily available reagentsand techniques. Last but not least, the problem is agood testing ground for Adleman's bio-operations.Before formally stating the problem, we summarizethe notations used. For a set �, card(�) denotesits cardinality, that is, the number of elements in �.An alphabet is a �nite nonempty set. Its elements

are called letters or symbols. The letters will beusually denoted by the �rst letters of the alpha-bet, with or without indices, i.e., a; b; C;D; ai; bj;etc. If � = fa1; a2; : : : ; ang is an alphabet, thenany sequence w = ai1ai2 : : : aik , k � 0, aij 2 �,1 � j � k is called a string (word) over �. Thelength of the word w is denoted by jwj and, byde�nition, equals k. The words over � will usuallybe denoted by the last letters of the alphabet, withor without indices, for example x; y; wj; ui, etc. Theset of all words consisting of letters from � will bedenoted by ��. For further formal language the-ory notions and notations the reader is referred to [22].The Shortest Common Superstring Problem[10]Input: Alphabet �, �nite set R = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng,n � 1, of strings from ��, and a positive integer K.Question: Is there a string w 2 �� with lengthjwj � K such that each string xi 2 R, 1 � i � n, isa substring of w, i.e., for all i, 1 � i � n, w = uixivi,where ui; vi, are strings in ��?Comments: The problem remains NP-completeeven if card(�) = 2 or if all xi 2 R have lengthsjxij � 8 and contain no repeated symbols. On theother hand, the problem is solvable in polynomialtime if all xi 2 R have jxij � 2.In order to be able to state the problem in molecu-lar biology terms and give it a DNA-based solution, weneed a brief introduction of some basic molecular bi-ology notions. For further details of molecular biologyterminology, the reader is referred to [16].DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is found in every cel-lular organism as the storage medium for genetic infor-mation. It is composed of units called nucleotides, dis-tinguished by the chemical group, or base, attached tothem. The four bases are adenine, guanine, cytosineand thymine, abbreviated as A, G, C, and T . (Thenames of the bases are also commonly used to refer tothe nucleotides that contain them.) Single nucleotidesare linked together end{to{end to form DNA strands.A short single-stranded polynucleotide chain, usuallyless than 30 nucleotides long, is called an oligonu-cleotide (or, shortly, oligo). The DNA sequence hasa polarity: a sequence of DNA is distinct from its re-verse. The two distinct ends of a DNA sequence areknown under the name of the 50 end and the 30 end,respectively. Taken as pairs, the nucleotides A and Tand the nucleotides C and G are said to be comple-mentary. Two complementary single-stranded DNA



sequences with opposite polarity will join together toform a double helix in a process called base-pairing orannealing. The reverse process { a double helix com-ing apart to yield its two constituent single strands {is called melting.A single strand of DNA can be likened to a stringconsisting of a combination of four di�erent symbols,A, G, C, T . Mathematically, this means we have atour disposal a 4-letter alphabet � = fA;G;C; Tg toencode information. As concerning the operationsthat can be performed on DNA strands, the existingmodels of DNA computation are based on variouscombinations of the following primitive bio-operations,[14], [15]:{ Synthesizing a desired polynomial-length strand.{ Mixing: pour the contents of two test-tubes into athird.{ Annealing (hybridization): bond together two single-stranded complementary DNA sequences by coolingthe solution.{ Melting (denaturation): break apart a double-stranded DNA into its single-stranded components byheating the solution.{ Amplifying (copying): make copies of DNA strandsby using the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), [8].{ Separating the strands by length using a techniquecalled gel electrophoresis.{ Extracting those strands that contain a given patternas a substring by using a�nity puri�cation.{ Cutting DNA double-strands at speci�c sites by us-ing commercially available restriction enzymes.{ Ligating: paste DNA strands with compatible stickyends by using DNA ligases.{ Substituting: substitute, insert or delete DNA se-quences by using PCR site-speci�c oligonucleotidemu-tagenesis.{ Detecting and Reading a DNA sequence from asolution.We are now ready to formulate the Shortest CommonSuperstring Problem in molecular biology terms:The Shortest Common Superstring Problem inMolecular TermsGiven n oligonucleotide strings x1; x2; : : : ; xn ofarbitrary lengths, and a positive number K, is therea nucleotide sequence w of length at most K thatcontains all the oligonucleotides x1; x2; : : : ; xn assubsequences?The solution to this problem also provides a method

for �nding the minimum-length sequence containingall the given oligonucleotides. Note that such asequence always exists: the catenation x1x2 : : : xnof all nucleotides strings is a nucleotide sequencecontaining all the given oligonucleotides. Due topossible overlaps, this catenation is not necessarilythe minimal (shortest) sequence that contains allgiven oligonucleotides. The minimal sequence iscalled the shortest common superstring of the givenoligonucleotides.Example: If � = fG; Tg, R = fGTG; TGT;GTTgand K = 5, the answer to the problem is \yes". In-deed, the superstring GTGTT , of length 5, containsall the input strings as subsequences.On the other hand, if we let � and R as in theprevious example but change the input value of K to4, the answer to the problem becomes \no". Indeed,no string of length 4 can be found that contains allthe input strings as subpatterns.3 Biomolecular solutionThis section contains a DNA algorithm which wedeveloped to solve The Shortest Common SuperstringProblem, and partial steps of its practical implemen-tation. The experiment uses readily available reagentsand techniques. Compared to standard protocols, themain di�erence is the number of reactions conductedentirely in vitro prior to cloning of the products.Careful optimization of each step will be required toensure maximum speci�city. However, these reactionsare possible to perform entirely within the establishedparameters of each enzyme.DNA algorithm:Step 1. Encode all the strings fx1; x2; : : : ; xng of theset R in DNA strands.Step 2. Generate all the possible DNA strands w oflength between max fjxij; 1 � i � ng and K.Step 3. Let x1 be a string of R. From the string pop-ulation of candidates generated in Step 2 select onlythose strands that contain x1 as a subsequence. Fromthe newly obtained string population, select onlythose strings that contain x2 2 R as a subsequence,etc. Repeat the step for each strand xi inR, 1 � i � n.Step 4. If, after Step 3, there is any strand wremaining (which means that w contains all xi 2 R,1 � i � n, as subsequences), say YES, otherwise NO.



Implementation:Step 1. Encode the strings xi, 1 � i � n, as DNAfragments using A, C and T residues only. Each ofthe synthesized strings is biotinylated (has a biotintag attached to it) at a single site to permit recoveryof the oligonucleotide and the bound complementarysequence from solution, [17], [23].Step 2. Generate all the possible length k nucleotidesequences, starting with k =maxfjxij; 1 � i � ngusing T, G and A residues only: each of them isa candidate for the complement of the common su-perstring. The structure of each of the complementsof candidates will be: a marker sequence � (20 nu-cleotides long) followed by a length k nucleotide se-quence and ending with another marker sequence �(20 nucleotides long). The marker sequences � and �contain all the bases A, C, G, and T and are carefullychosen so that overlaps with each of the strings xi areavoided.If k were 25, the total number of di�erent sequencesrepresented in this step would be 325. Put anotherway, 1:4 pMole of oligonucleotide would be requiredto encode every sequence uniquely. In practice, weuse approximately 40 pMoles of oligonucleotide to en-sure that each sequence is represented more than 20times. The initial hybridization can thus occur in ap-proximately 40 �l of solution with each oligo at a con-centration of 1 �M=l. The exponential increase insequence complexity dictates an obvious practical up-per limit on this approach, as for k = 30 we wouldneed 10 ml of solution while for k = 35 we would needapproximately 2.5 l.The procedure in Step 2 is repeated for increasingvalues of k, i.e., k + 1; k + 2 : : : up to K. At theend of this procedure we obtain a pool containing allthe complements of possible superstring candidates,anked by the marker sequences � and �.Step 3. Test the existence of a segment of DNA oflength at most K, that contains the complements ofall the sequences representing the n given strings.This will be accomplished by sequential selection fromthe pool of randomly generated sequences obtained inStep 2, by hybridization (annealing) with the individ-ual given oligonucleotides:3a) Denature: Mix the oligo that represents stringx1 with the pool of strands generated at Step 2 underdenaturing conditions at 92�C, [19], [27]. The purposeof this step is to prevent intra-chain annealing andto have the DNA sequences fully single stranded and

available for pairing.3b) Anneal: Bring the mixture to a temperature thatis about 5�C below the Tm (melting temperature, i.e.,the temperature at which the two DNA strands ofdouble-stranded DNA separate) of the oligo represent-ing x1. The Tm can be determined empirically, or canbe calculated for a given oligonucleotide and salt con-centration, [19], [27]. As a result of this step, the se-quence representing x1 will anneal to all strands thatcontain the complement of x1 as a subsequence.3c) Select: Mix the annealed mixture with an avidinconjugated to a solid support, to retain all the biotiny-lated oligonucleotides and the bound complements ofsuperstring candidates. The avidin, �xed to the solidsupport, will bind every biotin tag attached to theoligo representing x1. The oligo representing x1 is, inturn, annealed to all strands containing its comple-ment as a subsequence. Consequently, all the oligonu-cleotides containing the complement of x1 will be re-tained.3d) Wash: wash away all unbound oligonucleotides,as they fail to contain the complement of x1 as a sub-sequence.3e) Remove: Raise the temperature to greater thanthe Tm of the oligonucleotide representing x1 and col-lect the eluent. Raising the temperature will inducemelting of the bonds between the oligo representingx1 and the strands annealed to it. The eluent willcontain thus all the oligos containing the complementof x1 as a subsequence.3f) Repeat: Repeat the steps 3a) { 3e) for the oligosrepresenting the strings x2; x3; : : : ; xn. Each sucessiveeluent will contain subsequences complement to all ofthe so-far tested oligonucleotides.Step 4. After the sequential selection steps are com-pleted, the �nal product will be ampli�ed by PCR,cloned and sequenced to �nd the answer:4a) Amplify: The eluent from repeat n in Step 3 willhave only a few molecules of the desired sequences.This will be ampli�ed with the poymerase chain re-action using oligonucleotide primers that bind to theunique sequences � and � that ank the complementsof candidate sequences.4b) Sequence: The ampli�ed products will be clonedand sequenced to con�rm the length of the sequence,and to con�rm that the sequence does contain thecomplements of the given strings. Alternatively, theproducts could be separated by size on a polyacry-lamide gel and sequenced directly. The complementof the obtained string, if exists, represents the sought-after common superstring.



If necessary, the eluents after each Step 3e) can beampli�ed with the PCR to progressively increase theamount of DNA sequences for the next cycle of reac-tions. Asymmetric PCR can be used to generate therequired single strands [12].One possible problem is the error rate of hybridiza-tion and of DNA polymerization in the PCR, [9], [12],[13], [26]. Should the error rate resulting from Taqpolymerase be a problem, this could be addressed, inpart, by using a thermostable DNA polymerase witha low error rate such as Pfu polymerase, [18], [26]. Wecan get the correct answer by sequencing a number ofthe clones, to identify families of DNA sequences andto accept the consensus sequence as the answer. Thismethod of averaging corrects the random errors. Aconsensus sequence could also be generated by directsequencing of the PCR products.Pilot experiments:We are in the process of testing two chosen candidateoligonucleotide sequences, derived by inspection, oneof them containing the complements of all the givensequences and another lacking the complement of atleast one sequence. The test sequences are anked bythe marker sequences � and �. These experimentswill ensure that the procedure can reliably producea positive and a negative result, both of which aresigni�cant.4 Practical considerationsThe stability of a double-stranded oligonucleotidesequence depends on (i) the number of hydrogenbonds between base pairs (two for A binding to T,and three for G binding to C), and (ii) the attractionforces that exist between adjacent bases (the adjacentpair GC is the strongest, while the adjacent pair TAis the weakest), [19]. Thus every additional base-pairincreases the stabilization energy by a predictableamount, [19].If a double-stranded oligonucleotide has a mis-match, some or all of the stabilization energy thatwould have been present in the case of the perfectmatch is lost. Unfortunately, the e�ect of a single basemismatch on the stability of a short oligonucleotidecannot be predicted at present for all mismatches.E�ects of individual mismatches range from negligibleto extreme for the same mismatch. The nucleotidesanking the mismatched base-pair dramatically a�ectstability [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].

The speci�city of an oligonucleotide is de�ned asthe di�erence between the annealing temperatureof the oligonucleotide with its perfectly matchedcomplement, and the annealing temperature of thesame oligo with a \near"-complement with whichit has a one-base mismatch. Note that, the greaterthe stability of an oligonucleotide, the smaller itsspeci�city, as stability means greater tolerance formismatches.The main bio-operation used in our experiment isannealing. The thermodynamic parameters control-ling DNA-DNA annealing, briey introduced above,are known in su�cient detail to allow reasonablyprecise predictions of DNA-DNA annealing reactions,[19]. These thermodynamic parameters show thatthere are constraints which are unavoidable for DNAstrands that contain the 4 naturally occurring basesA, C, G, T. (Note that Wetmur, [27], provides aformula for converting the thermodynamic informa-tion into annealing/melting temperatures.) There arethree main constraints on the use of oligonucleotidesfor annealing, which we have to keep in mind whendesigining our oligonucleotide strings.The �rst practical requirement is that the an-nealing temperatures be in a fairly narrow rangeof temperatures. Biological molecules are rapidlydestroyed at high temperatures. For example, DNAsamples heated to 95 degrees for extended periods(> 5 minutes) become poor templates for PCRampli�cation. In addition, virtually all proteins areirreversibly inactivated when exposed to tempera-tures higher than 42 degrees. On the other hand,temperatures must be high enough for the biologicalreactions required for molecular computing to occurin seconds and minutes rather than hours and days.In practice this means working in a temperaturerange between 10 and 75 degrees at the extremes,although almost all biological reactions except PCRwork best between 30 and 40 degrees.The second practical requirement is that similarlength oligos should have similar annealing temper-atures within the optimal temperature range. Thisallows dealing with same-length oligos at similar an-nealing temperatures, which in turn greatly simpli�esthe experimental procedures.The annealing properties of an oligonucleotide varywith the length, composition (proportion of eachbase, sequence (arrangement of bases) of the oligonu-



cleotide, Na+ concentration ([Na+]) and oligonu-cleotide concentration [19], [27]. The Na+ concentra-tion can be chosen by the investigator to meet theneeds of the experiment. Higher [Na+] results in in-creased annealing temperatures. Likewise, the oligoconcentration can be optimized by the investigator. Ifthe Na+ or oligo concentration becomes too high, thenspeci�city is lost. In practice, the Na+ concentrationis usually held below 1 M=l and the oligo concentra-tion is near 1 �M=l.Two oligonucleotides with an identical base com-position but di�erent arrangements of the bases willgive widely varying annealing temperatures as shownin Table 1.Table 1: Variation in DNA-DNA annealing/meltingtemperature with base sequence, [25].Oligonucleotide TmTTTTTAAAAA 18 degreesAAAAATTTTT 20 degreesATATATATAT 8 degreesTATATATATA 7 degrees[C]= 1�M=l, [Na+]= 0:2M=l.As can be seen from Table 1, this variation iscaused by the non-random arrangement of bases inshort oligonucleotides. Therefore, one way to reducethis variation is to encode the information in DNAstrings of su�cient length that the sequences in thestring are essentially random. A second solution is torestrict the encoding such that all arrangements ofthe bases give similar annealing temperatures.The third requirement is that the speci�city of theoligonucleotides used be maximized. This inducesanother constraint, as the speci�city of an oligonu-cleotide for its exact complement decreases with in-creasing oligonucleotide length. In other words, thelonger the oligonucleotide, the greater the chance thatit will bind not only to its perfect complement, butto a sequence closely resembling its complement. Infact, the number of tolerated mismatches increaseswith length.In addition, the position of the mismatched basepair in the oligonucleotide has a strong e�ect on thestability of an oligonucleotide duplex.As an example, we can calculate the annealingtemperatures of oligonucleotides composed of only

A residues of varying lengths. The results of such acalculation, based on [25], is shown in Table 2:Table 2Oligo Tm Di�.AAAAAAA 8AAAAAAAA 17 9AAAAAAAAA 25 8AAAAAAAAAA 31 6AAAAAAAAAAA 35 4AAAAAAAAAAAA 39 4AAAAAAAAAAAAA 43 4AAAAAAAAAAAAAA 45 2Oligo concentration = 1 �M=L, [Na+] = 1.0M=L.As can be seen in Table 2, the di�erence in Tm be-tween an oligonucleotide of length N and length N+1decreases with increasing oligonucleotide length. Thissimple illustration shows two properties of oligonu-cleotide annealing. Firstly, there is a strong depen-dence of Tm on oligonucleotide length. Secondly, eachadditional base contributes sucessively less to the over-all Tm. As an approximation, an oligonucleotide witha single base mismatch at either end has the Tm ofan identical oligonucleotide that is missing the termi-nal mismatched base. This simple case shows how thespeci�city of an oligonucleotide for its exact comple-ment decreases with increasing length.Note however, that mismatches at the end of theoligonucleotide are the least destablilizing. Allawiand SantaLucia ([3, 4, 5, 6]) examined the stabilityof oligonucleotides mismatched in the middle of thesequence. Table 3 shows a sample of the mismatchedoligonucleotides tested, their Tm and the Tm of theperfectly complementary sequence.Table 3Oligonucleotide Tm Tm(if mismatch.) (if compl.)GCTCgCAGG 52 67tCATGAtGCTAC 47 59cGTAGTcACATG 46 62aGGAGgCACG 56 66a



In this case the di�erence in Tm is always at least10 degrees, which is a much greater di�erence than foran oligo of length N � 1.These results show that it will be di�cult todetermine the speci�city of an oligonucleotide to amismatch at an arbitrary site. In practice, speci�citiesof less than 5 degrees are essentially useless, and weare aiming at speci�cities of at least 10 degrees.Thephenomenon can be generalized to heteropolymericoligonucleotides: longer oligonucleotides can hybridizeand be relatively stable even with several base mis-matches between the oligo and its near-complement.One solution to the third requirement of maximiz-ing speci�city is thus to use short oligonucleotides.Note that this solution contradicts the �rst re-quirement and one of the solutions to the secondrequirement. There is a practical trade-o� betweenmelting temperatures and speci�city, and arbitrarymismatches cannot be distinguished by annealingonce the oligo becomes longer than about 10 bases.Coding for an annealing reactionBeing aware of these three constraints we attempted tochoose oligonucleotides with optimized coding to giveboth a small temperature variation within the optimalrange for the annealing temperatures, and maximumspeci�city for our annealing reactions.To do this, we used two strategies. First, we chosestrings of length 9. This was long enough to givebiologically meaningful annealing temperatures, sat-isfying thus the �rst requirement. To deal with thesecond requirement, we chose the alternative solutionto using long sequences (which would have decreasedspeci�city). By using the three bases and avoidingthe most stable (GC) and most unstable (TA) se-quences, we ensured that all stabilization energies werelocated in a small range, which implied that the an-nealing/melting temperatures were within a small in-terval. As we avoided the GC and TA sequences, thefact that annealing temperatures were located withina small range greatly eased the requirement for ran-domness and thus for long sequences.The third requirement was taken care of by choos-ing oligonucleotides that were short enough to ensurea good speci�city.The encodings for our initial substrings are:x1 = 50 �CATCATCAT � 30 Tm = 26x2 = 50 �AAATTTCAT � 30 Tm = 20x3 = 50 �CCTTCAAAA� 30 Tm = 27[Na+] = 0:2M=l, oligo concentration = 1�M=l

The speci�city for x1 (respectively for x2 and x3) is5 degrees (respectively 5 degrees and 6 degrees) if themismatch is at the 3' end, and 10 degrees (respectively7 degrees and 10 degrees) if the mismatch is at the 5'end. If the mismatch is somewhere in middle of theoligonucleotide, the speci�city is usually greater than10 degrees. Thus, our encoding systems provides agood compromise between stability and speci�city.The need for a controlled experimentA major concern in any biologically-based experimentare false positive and false negative results. Therefore,the experimentor must design the experiment so thatall conceivable causes of false results can be identi�edand accounted for when interpreting the experiment.In biology these parts of the experiment are calledcontrols and serve as internal quality control star-dards by which the reliability of the result can bedetermined.A PCR assay for recovering annealing productsTwo di�erent (complements of) superstring controlswere constructed that contained the same base com-position, but that di�ered in base sequence.s1 = 50��TTTGATGATGAAATTTTGAAGG��30s2 = 50��TGTGGTGATGATATTGTGAAGG��30where� = 50 �GCCGAAGCTTACCGAAGTAT � 30� = 50 �GCACTTATTGCAAGCATACG� 30One of the chosen strings, s1, is known to contain thecomplements of all the substrings x1; x2; x3, while s2has at least one mismatch with each of the substrings.The superstrings are anked by two unique sequences� and � which provide tags for PCR ampli�cationfollowing the selection. We are in the process ofproving that the annealing reaction between thesubstrings and the perfectly matched superstring s1always gives a PCR product, and that the annealingreaction between the substrings and the imperfectlymatched superstring s2 never gives a PCR product.We will attempt the full experiment once we haveestablished the annealing parameters controlling thespeci�city of the assay.It is essential that any superstrings that are boundby the substrings be identi�ed. We have established aPCR-based assay for the superstrings. This assay can



Figure 1: Detection of superstring s1 by a PCR-basedassay. PCR reactions were set up with decreasingnumbers of s1 as the template. Ampli�cation was car-ried out for 25 cycles with a cycle pro�le of 95 degreesfor 45 seconds, 55 degrees for 60 seconds, 72 degrees for30 seconds. The products were run on a 4% NuSieveagarose gel and stained with ethidium bromide.easily detect 10000 molecules of superstring following25 cycles of PCR (Figure 1). When the PCR contained1000 molecules, the signal was very faint, and doesnot show up well in the reproduction. No signal wasdetected with less than 1000 molecules in the reaction,or when DNA was not added to the PCR reaction.References[1] L.Adleman. Molecular computation of solutions tocombinatorial problems. Science v.266, Nov.1994,1021{1024.[2] H. Allawi et al. Thermodynamics of Internal G:Tmismatches. Biochemistry 36(1997), 10581-10594.[3] H. Allawi, J. SantaLucia. Thermodynamics of in-ternal C-T mismatches in DNA. Nucleic Acids Res.26(1998), 2694-2701.[4] H. Allawi, J. SantaLucia. Nearest-neighbor ther-modynamic parameters for internal G-A mis-matches in DNA. Biochemistry 37(1998) 2170-2179.
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